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I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

A. Project Background 
 
1. The Private Sector Operations Department (PSOD) of the Asian Development Bank 
(ADB) began exploring the idea of assisting in organizing a new commercial bank in 
Afghanistan in 2002. The first of a series of exploratory meetings was sponsored by ADB and 
held in Dubai in 24–26 November 2002 (Dubai meeting), and was attended by ADB, 
International Finance Corporation (IFC), Aga Khan Fund for Economic Development (AKFED), 
Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW), and Deutsche Investitions-und Entwicklungsgesellschaft 
(DEG) (all prospective investors in the new bank); the Government of Afghanistan‘s Ministry of 
Finance and Da Afghanistan Bank (DAB) (as potential regulators of the new bank); and two 
representatives of the Internationale Nederlanden Groep (ING) Institutional and Government 
Advisory Services, a consulting arm of Dutch financial services group ING (as prospective 
manager of the new bank). At the Dubai meeting, all parties recognized that establishment of a 
commercial bank in Afghanistan would be critically important (following the ouster of the Taliban 
regime). However, there were no commercial investors represented at that stage of the 
planning—only development finance institutions and the Government of Afghanistan.  
 
2. At that time, IFC and AKFED were in the early stages of establishing a local financial 
institution to be called First MicroFinance Bank of Afghanistan. Questions were raised as to how 
these two efforts would be coordinated or merged into a single larger entity—for this ING was 
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mandated to develop business plans and structuring options. ADB, IFC, AKFED, DEG, and KfW 
expressed their interest in providing equity to the new bank as well as technical assistance (TA) 
funds, subject to approval of their respective boards. ING expressed interest in the possibility of 
becoming a shareholder by receiving shares in lieu of management fees. A business plan would 
be decided upon to launch the new bank by April or May 2003. A follow-up meeting was 
scheduled at AKFED offices near Paris for December 2002. 
 
3. The next PSOD planning mission was in Paris, Amsterdam, and The Hague on 16–20 
December 2002.1 The mission met with the other prospective partners in the venture to resolve 
structuring issues including integration with the proposed IFC/AKFED microfinance bank 
venture. It met further with ING and Nederlandse Financierings–Maatschappij voor 
Ontwikkelingslanden (FMO) to explore possibilities of arranging TA support from the Dutch 
government. This round of meetings agreed to proceed with the microfinance bank concept. 
Also, IFC would make available limited TA to expand the business plan to include commercial 
banking activities. The DAB banking license would be granted in March 2003, and ING would 
manage the new bank. 
 
4. On 8 January 2003, an interdepartmental concept clearance paper was circulated by 
PSOD regarding a proposed investment in an Afghanistan trade and development bank,2 which 
received favorable comments from various departments and support for the concept of a 
general bank with a strong emphasis on microfinance. Over the course of 2003 to early 2004, 
additional meetings were held with potential investors, during which time ADB‘s focus evolved 
from an international financial institution (IFI)-backed institution, focused on microfinance to a 
private-sector-led general commercial bank. ADB subsequently decided to focus exclusively on 
commercial banking, and IFC and AKFED proceeded with the microfinance model. The report 
and recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors proposed a $2.6 million equity 
investment in Afghanistan International Bank (AIB)3—the final institutional configuration, which 
had by then already been formed with ADB encouragement by Afghan private investors through 
their holding companies, Afghanistan Investment Partners Corporation, Wilton Holdings, and 
Horizon Associates (Crest Holdings at that time); and licensed by DAB, and was submitted and 
approved on 13 May 2004. 
 
B. Project Features 
 
5. On 13 May 2004, ADB‘s Board of Directors approved a $2.6 million equity 
investment (equivalent to a 25% ownership stake) in AIB. The subscription agreement was 
signed on 29 June 2004, whereby the equity investment was expected to be held for 7 years. 
After a minimum of 54 months from the signing date of the shareholders‘ agreement, ADB 
had the option to sell its stake back to the other shareholders at a price based on (i) most recent 
audited book (net asset) value, or (ii) two times the AIB‘s net operating profit, as at the last fiscal 
quarter end, whichever is greater. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
  ADB. 24 December 2002. Back to Office Report: Meetings in Connection with Establishment of Commercial Bank 

in Afghanistan. (16–20 December.  2002). 
2
  ADB. 2003. Back to Office Report: AFG: Afghanistan Trade and Development Bank–Concept Clearance Paper. 

28 January. 
3 

 ADB. 2004. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Equity 
Investment in Afghanistan International Bank in the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. Manila. 
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C. Progress Highlights 
 
6. In July 2004, AIB was given $2 million revolving credit facility by the United States 
Agency for International Development (USAID) under its Rebuilding Agricultural Markets 
Program (RAMP). The loan aimed to stimulate lending to small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) and provide rural financing through banks for agricultural projects. 
 
7. The credit facility was fully drawn and on-lent by AIB and remained available for 2 years 
until its expiration in July 2006. However, before the facility‘s term expired in 2006, rather than 
accepting repayment of the facility amount by AIB, USAID decided to convert the amount into a 
grant to AIB (USAID received no shares in AIB in exchange for the $2 million payment). 
 
8. AIB joined ADB‘s Trade Finance Program in December 2005 and was granted an 
approval of $3.5 million. The trade facility was composed of $2.5 million in guarantees and $1.0 
million in revolving credit.4 AIB has also signed up to IFC‘s trade program, which included a $2.5 
million guarantee facility and a $1 million revolving credit facility. 
 
9. The original contracted management company, ING Global Advantage and Premium 
Opportunity Fund (ING-IGA), produced poor results in its first 2 years, as evidenced by 
operational lapses, and financial losses sustained by AIB. ING-IGA failed to provide sufficient 
staff and develop the necessary policies and manuals for AIB to operate within acceptable 
international banking standards. ING-IGA refused to extend the management contract beyond 
the 1 April 2007 maturity date, due to a decision by ING‘s board. As a result, the management 
contract was terminated in December 2006. 
 
10. Upon termination of the ING management contract at the end of 2006, AIB‘s board 
began to recruit qualified personnel to manage and operate the bank. By the end of fiscal year 
March 2008, AIB recorded a significant turnaround. From a reported net loss of AF38.11 million 
in 2007, AIB recorded a net profit of AF80.54 million in 2008. Since then, AIB has consistently 
generated a net profit from its operations and recouped its losses from prior years. The positive 
results, taken against a backdrop of the failure of Kabul Bank in late 2010, enabled AIB to 
become the largest (in terms of asset size) and most profitable bank in Afghanistan. 
 
11. In 2007, AIB qualified for the Afghanistan Credit Support Program of the DEG, which is a 
partial guarantee program for SME lending. It also provided technical assistance in the context 
of SME lending. AIB‘s participation in DEG's guarantee program aimed to increase the bank‘s 
SME portfolio. 
 
12. In October 2008, supported by ADB regional TA on Capacity Building for Financial 
Institutions,5 AIB engaged the services of Bankworld, a globally known consulting firm based in 
the US, to develop AIB‘s 5-year strategy and implementation plan. Bankworld‘s terms of 
reference were to help strengthen AIB‘s capacity to apply corporate governance and internal 
controls, combat money laundering and corruption, develop its retail banking franchise, and 
improve penetration of the SME market. The project was completed by November 2009. In 
addition to the study done by Bankworld, AIB also engaged IFC to evaluate AIB‘s potential to 
expand and strengthen the SME business model, and build a 5-year strategic plan for its 
growth. 

                                                 
4
  This facility remained undrawn by AIB however, apparently due to ADB‗s high pricing. 

5
  ADB. 2006. Technical Assistance to the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan on Capacity Building for Financial 

Institutions. Manila. 
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13. AIB engaged the services of Ernst & Young Pakistan to establish its business continuity 
and disaster recovery plans as part of the bank's governance policy, to improve its chart of 
accounts system, and to perform an information technology audit. This work was completed in 
October 2010. To allow for continued operational expansion, AIB is streamlining its treasury 
front- and back-office systems, and preparing a treasury policy and operations manual. 
 
14. In August 2010, Citibank joined Commerzbank, Clariden Leu, and Habib American Bank 
to become one of AIB's correspondent banks. Citibank‘s addition should enable AIB to further 
expand its dealings internationally. Furthermore, Citibank exclusively only deals with AIB for all 
payments that the US Treasury makes to the US Army in Afghanistan. 
 
15. During the early part of 2010, three IFIs—IFC, FMO, and Overseas Private Investment 
Corporation—expressed an interest in acquiring an equity stake and/or provide debt to AIB. 
However, these offers were not accepted by AIB due to the bank‘s difficulty in increasing its loan 
portfolio and finding appropriate use for funds. 

II. PROJECT EVALUATION 

A. Development Outcomes and Impacts 
 
1.  Private Sector Development 

 
16. The Extended Annual Review Report (XARR) rates AIB‘s private sector development 
impact as excellent. AIB has had a salutary demonstration effect on the entire Afghanistan 
banking sector. Five additional commercial banks have been formed since the launch of AIB, 
and other IFIs have since entered the Afghanistan banking sector. Overall banking sector in 
Afghanistan has grown and competition has increased. AIB has introduced new financial 
products and services (e.g., automated teller machines and point-of-sales terminals). In 
addition, ADB provided inputs to DAB on various proposed banking regulations including access 
to trade finance facilities (IFC did as well). AIB set a good example to the entire banking sector 
by adopting and manifesting high standards of management and corporate governance. 
 
17. While AIB did pioneer such modern banking technology in Afghanistan and modernized 
armored-car cash transport services, this seems to have been largely to support foreign 
institutions, e.g., the US Army, and some businesses serving foreign contractors and other 
personnel in Kabul. The trade finance facility ADB provided to AIB was never utilized due to 
uncompetitive pricing. Furthermore, the conspicuous failure and closure by DAB of Kabul Bank 
in 2010, at that time the largest in Afghanistan exporters reliance on LCs totally diminished. The 
slow growth of AIB‘s domestic loan portfolio (loans as a percentage of deposits) and its reliance 
on investments in high-yield DAB securities and through internationally-managed fixed-income 
portfolios indicate that AIB‘s ability to on-lend capital to the Afghanistan private sector has been 
limited. This validation thus rates AIB‘s private sector development impact satisfactory. 
 

2.  Business Success 
 
18. Financial Performance. According to financial information summarized in the XARR 
(AIB Financial Highlights 2005–2010, and Selected Financial Ratios 2005–2010), AIB‘s financial 
performance has been volatile and erratic. Although all balance sheet items have grown steadily 
during the period 2005–2010, income statement items have behaved less predictably, with AIB 
showing net operating losses in 2005 and 2007, and a downtrend in 2009–2010. Furthermore, 
the ratios show wide fluctuations year-to-year in key indicators including return on equity (high: 
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86.23% in 2008; low: –36.75% in 2005, and a sharp drop in 2009–2010) and return on assets 
(high of 7.06% in 2008; low of –9.09% in 2009; and a sharp drop in 2009–2010), and a 
consistently low loan-to-deposits ratio (high 38.26% in 2007; low of 13.30% at June 2010), 
indicating AIB‘s difficulty in the current Afghanistan market in generating lending opportunities. 
 
19. Asset Quality. The XARR notes that AIB has maintained a generally low level of 
nonperforming loans, with a steady trend downward in nonperforming loans from a high in 2006 
of 5.45% to near zero at June 2010. Deposits have grown steadily from 2005 (AF660 million) to 
2010 (AF17 billion). But the bank‘s ability to make loans has lagged, thus creating a need to 
invest in other instruments. During 2008, DAB paid more than 12% yield on its capital notes 
investible by Afghanistan banks including AIB, but these rates were cut sharply by DAB in 2009 
to 2%. As a result, AIB has had to look elsewhere for yield and has established asset 
management relationships with the Clariden Leu, a 100% subsidiary of Credit Suisse and 
Emirates (based out of the United Arab Emirates). It has also developed banking relationships 
(interbank placements) with several institutions in India, Turkey, and Europe. As a rule, it does 
not place with banks that are below investment grade. 
 
20. Liquidity. The XARR notes that AIB‘s liquidity is high (indeed, liquid assets to total 
assets ratio has stayed in a range of 64.55% (December 2007) to a high of 87.00% (June 
2010). The XARR notes that one historical problem in generating loans may be AIB‘s 
cumbersome loan application process, particularly for the SME sector. Deposits have doubled 
every year from 2005 (compound annual growth rate of almost 106%), but this is due mostly to 
US Army deposits (in the earlier years) as noted in the XARR, a relationship which has no doubt 
benefitted AIB, but which is obviously subject to US policy on troop levels in Afghanistan. As US 
deposits constituted 37.42% of total AIB deposits in June 2010, there was obviously significant 
concentration and less diversification than ideal in AIB‘s depositor base. However, since June 
2010, these deposits, which peaked at almost $300 million (between 2009 and 2010), have 
reduced to less than $10 million, while at the same time, customer deposits (non-US Army) 
have grown significantly by almost $600 million (a combination of the failure of Kabul Bank and 
perception of AIB in the market).   
 
21. Capital Position. The XARR notes that AIB is well-capitalized (although providing no 
comparable capital adequacy ratio figures on other Afghanistan banks). 
 
22. Financial Calculations. The XARR calculates the return on invested capital (ROIC) 
adjusted for inflation over the 2005 to 2010 period at 53.5% as this is also greater than the 
benchmark of weighted average cost of capital (32.3%) plus 700 basis points (100th of 1%), the 
XARR rates this as excellent. The validation concurs with the excellent rating. 

  
3. Contribution to Economic Development 

23. The XARR cites total corporate income taxes paid by AIB to the Government of 
Afghanistan during the period 2005–2010 at AF354.5 million, and states that when added to the 
ROIC, produces a real economic ROIC of 56%. As this is above the ADB benchmark of 20%, 
economic return on invested capital (EROIC) is rated excellent. The validation concurs. 
 

4.  Environment, Social, Health, and Safety Performance 
 
24. The XARR notes that under ADB Environmental Policy (2002), AIB is classified as a 
financial intermediary, thus requiring an environmental management system (EMS) covering 
subprojects (in this case, borrowers from AIB). It states that AIB has adopted an EMS and has 
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incorporated environmental management procedures and conducts environmental due diligence 
in its loan and credit process. It adheres to all measures in the EMS, including not lending to 
companies operating in excluded industries (per ADB-IFC Exclusion List of Investment 
Activities). With regard to social safeguards, the investment is classified as category C (no 
involuntary resettlement or impact on indigenous peoples resulted from AIB‘s activities). The 
XARR rates the investment satisfactory with regard to environmental, social, health and safety 
performance; and this validation concurs with the satisfactory rating. 
 

5.  Overall Development Impacts and Outcomes Rating 
 

25. Although the XARR does not contain a rating for overall development impacts and 
outcomes based on the component ratings, the validation rates the overall development 
impacts and outcome as satisfactory based on satisfactory rating for private sector 
development; excellent rating for business success; excellent rating for contribution to 
economic development; and satisfactory rating for environment, social, health, and safety 
performance. 

B. ADB’s Investment Profitability 
 
26. The XARR rates the investment performance of this investment as excellent, citing a 
financial internal rate of return of 29.20% (calculated on ADB‘s investment of $2.6 million, the 
$2.5 million cash dividend received in 2010, and residual value of the put option at book value 
as of 31 December 2009 of $9.6 million), or 1.62 times hurdle rate of 18% (the average of the 
13%–23% range quoted in the report and recommendation of the President.6 This validation 
concurs that the financial internal rate of return justifies a rating of excellent. 

C. ADB’s Operational Effectiveness (Work Quality) 

1.  Screening, Appraisal, and Structuring 
 
27. The XARR rates ADB‘s screening, appraisal, and structuring of the project satisfactory, 
describing the evolution of the concept from the original SME and microfinance institution 
concept (later implemented by IFC and AKFED) and ADB‘s decision to opt for a more 
commercial bank model, as well as ADB‘s decision to focus on an equity investment as a core 
shareholder, rather than merely being a debt provider to AIB. By adhering to the commercial 
banking model (as opposed to the microfinance model espoused by IFC and AKFED), ADB 
played a leading role in establishing the overall direction and structure for what has become a 
highly successful financial institution. Because of the success of the investment in its final 
format, against a backdrop of market conditions and operating circumstances, which have been 
difficult by any measure, this validation raises the rating to excellent. 

 
2.  Monitoring and Supervision 
 

28. The XARR rates ADB‘s monitoring and supervision excellent, citing ADB‘s regular 
participation in AIB‘s governance structures. This validation concurs with this rating of 
excellent, and notes that the copies of board meeting minutes provided for contextual review as 
part of the validation indicate a consistently high level of participation and contribution to AIB‘s 
board proceedings by the PSOD staff representing ADB, particularly in the areas of risk 
identification and management, strategic direction, and business development. 

                                                 
6
  Footnote 4, p. iii. 
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3.  Role and Contribution 
 
29. The XARR rates ADB‘s role and contribution satisfactory, citing ADB‘s contribution to 
AIB through its board representative, support for development of international-standard policies 
and procedures, and assistance with development of corporate governance mechanisms, and a 
general culture of transparency. It is also noted that ADB funded the Bankworld technical 
assistance, which provided support to AIB and that PSOD staff invested considerable time and 
effort over several years to successfully shape the bank. This validation concurs with this 
satisfactory rating. 

 
4.  Overall Work Quality 

 
30. The XARR rates ADB‘s overall work quality satisfactory, based on their ratings of 
screening, appraisal and structuring, monitoring and supervision, and role and contribution; this 
validation raises the overall work quality rating to excellent, based on the upgrade from 
satisfactory to excellent for screening, appraisal and structuring, as monitoring and 
supervision is also excellent. 
 
D. ADB’s Additionality 
 
31. The XARR rates ADB‘s additionality satisfactory, citing ADB‘s assistance in establishing 
a correspondent banking relationship between AIB and Citibank, and in assisting AIB to 
establish a customer relationship with the US Army, which was a key depositor contributing 
substantially to AIB‘s liquidity and financial success. This validation concurs with the rating of 
ADB‘s additionality as satisfactory, noting further the steady and strong role played by ADB 
throughout the AIB‘s formative years, particularly guidance given after termination of the ING 
management contract. 
 
E. Overall Assessment 
 
32. The XARR concluded by giving an overall evaluation of this investment and ADB‘s 
participation in and contribution to AIB highly successful. The validation supports this 
evaluation, and based on the satisfactory rating for development impact and outcomes, 
excellent ratings for ADB investment profitability and overall work quality and satisfactory 
rating for ADB additionality, concurs with a rating of highly successful (see Table 1). 
 

Table 1: Overall Ratings 

Criteria XARR IED Review Reason for Disagreement/Comments 

Development Outcomes and 
Impacts 
 

1. Private sector development 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Business success 
3. Economic sustainability 
4. ESHS performance 

 
 
 
Excellent 
 
 
 
 
 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 

 
 
 
Satisfactory 
 
 
 
 
 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Satisfactory 

 
 
 
Downgrading reason: although successful 
as a stand-alone investment, AIB does not 
seem to have had visible impact on either 
the commercial banking sector, or in the 
development of the broader private sector 
in Afghanistan 
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Criteria XARR IED Review Reason for Disagreement/Comments 

Overall Development Impact and 
Outcomes 

(not rated in 
XARR) 

Satisfactory (no rating given in XARR) 

ADB’s Investment Profitability Excellent Excellent  

ADB’s Work Quality 
 
1. Screening, appraisal, and 

structuring 
 
 
2. Monitoring and supervision 
 
 
3. ADB's role and contribution 

 
 
Satisfactory 
 
 
 
Excellent 
 
 
Satisfactory 

 
 
Excellent 
 
 
 
Excellent 
 
 
Satisfactory 

 
 
Upgrading reason: ADB played a leading 
role in establishing the overall direction 
and structure for what has become a 
successful financial institution. 
ADB representatives have played an 
involved, active, and valuable role on the 
AIB Board. 
 

Overall ADB Work Quality Satisfactory Excellent Upgrading reason: 2 out of 3 components 
rated Excellent by validation 

ADB’s Additionality Satisfactory Satisfactory  

Overall Assessment 
Highly 
successful 

Highly 
successful 

 

Quality of XARR 

 

Satisfactory The XARR lacks detail on the genesis and 
evolution of this investment, which went 
through several radical changes before 
coming to the Board; also could have 
included more detailed discussions of 
AIB‘s prospects and future direction 
after ADB‘s exit. Furthermore, the ROIC 
table contained an addition error for the 
2009 total. 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, AIB = Afghanistan International Bank, ESHS = environment, social, health, and safety, 
IED = Independent Evaluation Department, ROIC = return on invested capital, XARR = extended annual review report. 

 
III. ISSUES, LESSONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Issues and Lessons 
 
33. Issues identified in the XARR included the following: (i) that DAB has passed laws and 
banking regulations but remains weak in enforcement and compliance, viz. collapse of Kabul 
Bank; (ii) that the ongoing political instability and violence in Afghanistan deter investment 
despite ADB‘s initiatives to promote investment; and (iii) that ADB‘s Trade Finance Program 
was overpriced and slow in transaction processing so AIB used a similar but more attractive 
program offered by IFC. 
 
34. The validation concurs with these issues and would also add that uncertainty remains 
regarding the Afghanistan private sector‘s overall ability to absorb credit even when available. 
Another uncertainty is AIB‘s ability to make up, through increased regular lending to private 
customers and investing in alternative assets overseas, for the inevitable loss of special 
situations of the sort (e.g.  a sharp reduction in the US army deposits), which had provided AIB 
some measure of its financial success vis-à-vis very wide interest spreads gained by investing 
idle US Army cash balances in 12+%. 
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B. Recommendations 
 
35. The XARR notes that ADB‘s contributions to AIB have been effective and value-adding, 
and that ADB‘s exit from the investment through exercise of the put option should be deferred 
temporarily (the option period was extended in 2011 by agreement among the AIB 
shareholders). When exercised, it should be phased-in and done quietly so as not to be 
interpreted as a sign of no confidence in the Afghanistan banking system.  
 
36. Given the bank‘s low loans-to-deposit ratio, it might be timely for ADB to provide 
additional TA for credit capacity building to further develop AIB‘s SME and other corporate 
lending activities. 

IV.  OTHER ASSESSMENTS AND FOLLOW-UP 
 

A. Monitoring and Evaluation Design 
 

37. None noted in XARR or recommended by the validation. 
 
B. Other Aspects 

 

38. As noted in the above paragraph, none noted in XARR or recommended by the 
validation. 
 

C. Data Sources for Validation 
 
39. In addition to the XARR, the validation process included review of the following 
documents (in chronological order): 
    

( i) ADB. 2003. Concept Clearance Paper—Afghanistan Trade and Development 
Bank. 28 January. 

(ii) ADB. 2004. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of 
Directors: Proposed Equity Investment in Afghanistan International Bank. 
Manila. 

( i i i)  13 June 2006. Management Services & Technical Assistance Agreement 
between AIB and ING Institutional and Government Advisory Services 

( iv) ADB. 2006. Technical Assistance to the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan on 
Capacity Building for Financial Institutions. Manila. 

(v) H. Ahmed memo dated 30 March 2011: Option exercise/ADB exit. 
(vi) ADB. 2011. Annual Monitoring Report. 12 August. 
(vii) AIB Retail Banking Group business plan presented at Board meeting, 17 

November 2011, Manila. 
(viii) Online sources for Afghanistan inflation data 

D. Comments on the Extended Annual Review Report Quality 
 
40. The quality of this XARR was satisfactory (see Table 2). 
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Table 2: Extended Annual Review Report Quality 

 Excellent Satisfactory Less than 
satisfactory 

Unsatisfactory 

(i) Quality and completeness of 
evidence and analysis to 
substantiate ratings 

 x   

(ii) Consistency with XARR 
Guidelines (PAI 6.07b) 

 x   

(iii) Plausibility of assumptions 
underlying economic and 
financial analyses, including 
calculations of EIRRs, FIRRs, 
and assumptions on project 
sustainability 

  x  

(iv) Quality of lessons 
identification and 
recommendations 

  x  

(v) Clarity and internal 
consistency of the XARR 

 x   

 Highly 
satisfactory 

Satisfactory Less than 
satisfactory 

Unsatisfactory 

Overall Assessment  x   
EIRR = economic internal rate of return, FIRR = financial internal rate of return, PAI = Project Administration 

Instructions, XARR = extended annual review report. 
E. Recommendations for Independent Evaluation Department Follow-Up 

41. No IED follow-up is recommended. 
 


